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Ap Human Geography Exam
Features a diagnostic test and two full-length practice exams with answers and explanations.
Also includes subject reviews of map reading and understanding scale, cultural geography,
and more. Can be purchased alone or with an optional CD-ROM with two additional practice
tests.
EVERYTHING YOU NEED TO HELP SCORE A PERFECT 5. Equip yourself to ace the AP
Human Geography Exam with this comprehensive study guide—including thorough content
reviews, targeted strategies for every question type, access to our AP Connect portal online,
and 2 full-length practice tests with complete answer explanations. This eBook edition has
been optimized for on-screen reading with cross-linked questions, answers, and explanations.
Written by the experts at The Princeton Review, Cracking the AP Human Geography Exam
arms you to take on the test and achieve your highest possible score. Techniques That
Actually Work. • Tried-and-true strategies to help you avoid traps and beat the test • Tips for
pacing yourself and guessing logically • Essential tactics to help you work smarter, not harder
Everything You Need to Know to Help Achieve a High Score. • Detailed content review for all
test topics • Engaging activities to help you critically assess your progress • Useful lists of key
terms for every content review chapter • Access to AP Connect, our online portal for helpful
pre-college information and exam updates Practice Your Way to Excellence. • 2 full-length
practice tests with detailed answer explanations • Detailed maps and charts illustrating trends,
theories, and models • Practice drills for every content review chapter
EVERYTHING YOU FOR A PERFECT 5. Ace the AP European History Exam with this
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comprehensive study guide--including 3 full-length practice tests, thorough content reviews,
access to our Student Tools online portal, and targeted strategies for every section of the
exam. Techniques That Actually Work. - Tried-and-true strategies to help you avoid traps and
beat the test - Tips for pacing yourself and guessing logically - Essential tactics to help you
work smarter, not harder Everything You Need to Know to Help Achieve a High Score. - Fully
aligned with the latest College Board standards for AP(R) European History - Detailed review
of the source-based multiple-choice questions and short-answer questions - Comprehensive
guidance for the document-based question and long essay prompts - Access to study plans, a
handy list of key terms and concepts, helpful pre-college information, and more via your online
Student Tools Practice Your Way to Excellence. - 3 full-length practice tests with detailed
answer explanations - End-of-chapter questions for targeted content review - Helpful timelines
of major events in European history
Barron’s AP Human Geography Premium: With 4 Practice Tests is fully revised to align with
the College Board changes for the May 2020 exam. You’ll get in-depth content review and
revised practice tests to help you feel prepared for the new exam. The College Board has
announced that there are May 2021 test dates available are May 3-7 and May 10-14, 2021.
This edition includes: Content aligned with the AP course, including updates to the first section
of the test, the multiple-choice section, and the score weighting Three full-length practice tests
online Two full-length practice tests in the book Subject review covering map reading and
understanding scale, population geography, cultural geography, political geography, economic
geography, agricultural and rural geography, and urban geography
REA's AP Human Geography Crash Course is the first book of its kind for the last-minute
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studier or any AP student who wants a quick refresher on the course. /Written by an AP
teacher, the targeted review chapters prepare students for the test by only focusing on the
important topics tested on the AP Human Geography exam. /A student-friendly review in
outline format covers everything AP students need to know for the exam: models in AP human
geography, population, cultural patterns and processes, agriculture and rural land use,
industrialization, and economic development. /With our Crash Course, students can study the
subject faster, learn the crucial material, and boost their AP score all in less time. The author
includes test-taking strategies for the multiple choice and free response exam questions, so
students can build their point scores and get a 5!
Test Prep Books' AP Human Geography 2020 and 2021 Study Guide: AP Human Geography
Review Book and Practice Test Questions [Updated for the New Exam Description] Made by
Test Prep Books experts for test takers trying to achieve a great score on the AP Human
Geography exam. This comprehensive study guide includes: Quick Overview Find out what's
inside this guide! Test-Taking Strategies Learn the best tips to help overcome your exam!
Introduction Get a thorough breakdown of what the test is and what's on it! Thinking
Geographically Population and Migration Patterns and Processes Cultural Patters and
Processes Political Patters and Processes Agriculture and Rural Land-Use Patterns and
Processes Cities and Urban Land-Use Processes Industrial and Economic Development
Patterns and Processes Free Response Questions Practice Questions Practice makes perfect!
Detailed Answer Explanations Figure out where you went wrong and how to improve!
Disclaimer: *AP(R) and Advanced Placement(R) are trademarks registered by the College
Board, which is not affiliated with, and does not endorse, this product. Studying can be hard.
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We get it. That's why we created this guide with these great features and benefits:
Comprehensive Review: Each section of the test has a comprehensive review created by Test
Prep Books that goes into detail to cover all of the content likely to appear on the test. Practice
Test Questions: We want to give you the best practice you can find. That's why the Test Prep
Books practice questions are as close as you can get to the actual AP Human Geography test.
Answer Explanations: Every single problem is followed by an answer explanation. We know it's
frustrating to miss a question and not understand why. The answer explanations will help you
learn from your mistakes. That way, you can avoid missing it again in the future. Test-Taking
Strategies: A test taker has to understand the material that is being covered and be familiar
with the latest test taking strategies. These strategies are necessary to properly use the time
provided. They also help test takers complete the test without making any errors. Test Prep
Books has provided the top test-taking tips. Customer Service: We love taking care of our test
takers. We make sure that you interact with a real human being when you email your
comments or concerns. Anyone planning to take this exam should take advantage of this Test
Prep Books study guide. Purchase it today to receive access to: AP Human Geography review
materials AP Human Geography practice tests Test-taking strategies
AP Human Geography 2020 and 2021 Study GuideAP Human Geography Review Book and
Practice Test Questions [Updated for the New Exam Description]Test Prep Books
Including 3 full practice exams, structured and styled exactly like what you will find on the real
AP Human Geography test, this study guide is designed to increase and maximize scores for
any student regardless of current subject knowledge and skills. By providing only the effective
content a student needs, time is better spent meaning total study time is actually decreased,
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preventing "burn-out" and mental fatigue, thus allowing for better retention of the key concepts
needed for the AP Human Geography test. As with all of our study guides, we don't include any
filler or fluff in our AP Human Geography review. If you need to know it, it is in this book.
Finally, the three full practice AP Human Geography quizzes allow you to practice for the
examination and hone your skills, providing you with an introduction to the types of questions
you can expect on the test.
Barron’s AP Human Geography: With 3 Practice Tests is fully revised to align with the
College Board changes for the May 2020 exam. You’ll get in-depth content review and
revised practice tests to help you feel prepared for the new exam. This edition includes:
Content aligned with the AP course, including updates to the first section of the test, the
multiple-choice section, and the score weighting Two full-length practice exams in the
book with answers and explanations One diagnostic test to help students target areas
where they need more study Subject review covering map reading and understanding
scale, population geography, cultural geography, political geography, economic
geography, agricultural and rural geography, and urban geography
Make sure you’re studying with the most up-to-date prep materials! Look for the
newest edition of this title, Princeton Review AP Human Geography Prep, 2021 (ISBN:
9780525569589, on-sale August 2020). Publisher's Note: Products purchased from
third-party sellers are not guaranteed by the publisher for quality or authenticity, and
may not include access to online tests or materials included with the original product.
MATCHES THE LATEST EXAM! Let us supplement your AP classroom experience
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with this multi-platform study guide. The immensely popular 5 Steps to a 5: AP Human
Geography Elite Student Edition has been updated for the 2021-22 school year and
now contains: 3 full-length practice exams (available in the book and online) that reflect
the latest exam “5 Minutes to a 5” section with a 5-minute activity for each day of the
school year that reinforces the most important concepts covered in class Access to a
robust online platform Comprehensive overview of the AP Human Geography exam
format Hundreds of practice exercises with thorough answer explanations Proven
strategies specific to each section of the test A self-guided study plan including
flashcards, games, and more online
Are You Serious About Scoring a 5?Then Get REA's AP Human Geography Test Prep
with TestWare CDThe #1 Choice for Serious Students! REA's AP Human Geography
test prep gives you everything you need to score a 5 on the exam! Written by a
recipient of the National Social Studies Teacher of the Year award, this second edition
of our popular AP test prep is completely up-to-date and aligned with the official AP
Human Geography exam. Our targeted review chapters focus exclusively on one area
of Human Geography and cover every topic tested on the actual exam. Each review
chapter opens with key questions about a subject and includes a quiz, plus multiple-
choice review questions with detailed answers ? so you can study smarter and earn a
5! Hundreds of charts, maps, diagrams, photos, and drawings throughout the book
illustrate important topics and ideas. The test prep features two full-length practice
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exams with detailed explanations of all answers, a breakdown of the exam's content,
and test-taking strategies. The practice tests are composed of every type of question
that can be expected on the actual AP exam, so you can ?practice for real” and target
your strengths and weaknesses before the test. The book's practice tests are included
on CD in a timed format with automatic, instant scoring. Our interactive TestWare CD
offers detailed on-screen answers, diagnostic feedback, plus an extended time function
for students with disabilities. If you're serious about getting a 5 on your exam, then you
need REA's AP Human Geography test prep! REA has helped more than a million
students succeed on their AP exams! Teachers across the country consider our AP
titles to be invaluable resources and consistently recommend our books to their
students.
Kaplan’s AP Human Geography Prep Plus 2020 & 2021 is revised and aligned with the
2020 exam changes. This edition features practice questions, full-length practice tests,
and concise review of the most-tested content to quickly build your skills and
confidence. With bite-sized, test-like practice sets, expert strategies, and customizable
study plans, our guide fits your schedule. To access your online resources, go to
kaptest.com/moreonline and follow the directions. You'll need your book handy to
complete the process. Efficient Strategies. Realistic Practice. Three full-length Kaplan
practice exams and an online test-scoring tool to convert your raw score into a 1–5
scaled score Pre- and post-quizzes in each chapter so you can monitor your progress
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Customizable study plans tailored to your individual goals and prep time to help you get
the score you need in the time you have Online quizzes for additional practice Focused
content review on the essential concepts to help you make the most of your study time
Test-taking strategies designed specifically for AP Human Geography Expert Guidance
We know the test—our AP experts make sure our practice questions and study materials
are true to the exam. We know students—every explanation is written to help you learn,
and our tips on the exam structure and question formats will help you avoid surprises
on Test Day. We invented test prep—Kaplan (www.kaptest.com) has been helping
students for 80 years, and 9 out of 10 Kaplan students get into one or more of their top-
choice colleges.
Reviews subjects on the exam, offers test-taking strategies and advice, and includes
two full-length practice exams with answers and explanations.
The only Advanced Placement test preparation guide that delivers 75 years of proven
Kaplan experience and features exclusive strategies, practice, and review to help
students ace the AP Human Geography exam! Students spend the school year
preparing for the AP Human Geography test. Now it’s time to reap the rewards: money-
saving college credit, advanced placement, or an admissions edge. However, achieving
a top score on the AP Human Geography exam requires more than knowing the
material—students need to get comfortable with the test format itself, prepare for pitfalls,
and arm themselves with foolproof strategies. That’s where the Kaplan plan has the
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clear advantage. Kaplan’s AP Human Geography 2014-2015 offers many essential
and unique features to help improve test scores, including: * Two full-length practice
tests and a diagnostic test to target areas for score improvement * Detailed answer
explanations * Tips and strategies for scoring higher from expert AP Human Geography
teachers and students who got a perfect 5 on the exam * Targeted review of the most
up-to-date content, including any information about test changes and key information
that is specific to the AP Human Geography exam * Glossary of key terms and
concepts Kaplan’s AP Human Geography 2014-2015 author Kelly Swanson has over
15 years of experience consulting and developing Human Geography curriculum. His
expertise has helped make this and other books the best that Kaplan has to offer in AP
test prep. Kaplan’s AP Human Geography 2014-2015 provides students with
everything they need to improve their scores—guaranteed. Kaplan’s Higher Score
guarantee provides security that no other test preparation guide on the market can
match. Kaplan has helped more than three million students to prepare for standardized
tests. We invest more than $4.5 million annually in research and support for our
products. We know that our test-taking techniques and strategies work and our
materials are completely up-to-date. Kaplan’s AP Human Geography 2014-2015 is the
must-have preparation tool for every student looking to do better on the AP Human
Geography test!
Presents a study guide with tips, techniques, test-taking advice, and exercises
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designed to help improve scores on the AP human geography examination.
Looking for sample exams, practice questions, and test-taking strategies? Check out
our extended, in-depth prep guide, Cracking the AP Human Geography Exam! LIKE
CLASS NOTES—ONLY BETTER. The Princeton Review's ASAP Human Geography is
designed to help you zero in on just the information you need to know to successfully
grapple with the AP test. No questions, no drills: just review. Advanced Placement
exams require students to have a firm grasp of content—you can't bluff or even logic
your way to a 5. Like a set of class notes borrowed from the smartest student in your
grade, this book gives you exactly that. No tricks or crazy stratagems, no sample
essays or practice sets: Just the facts, presented with lots of helpful visuals. Inside
ASAP Human Geography, you'll find: • Essential facts, movements, and theories for AP
Human Geo—all explained clearly & concisely • Lists, charts, and graphs for quick
visual reference • A three-pass icon system designed to help you prioritize learning
what you MUST, SHOULD, and COULD know in the time you have available • "Ask
Yourself" questions to help identify areas where you might need extra attention • A
resource that's perfect for last-minute exam prep and for daily class work Topics
covered in ASAP Human Geography include: • Geography: nature & perspectives •
Population & migration • Cultural patterns & processes • Political organization of
space, agriculture, and rural land use • Cities & urban land use • Industrialization &
economic development ... and more!
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500 Ways to achieve your best score with this popular study guide for the AP Human
Geography Exam We've selected these 500 questions to help you study more
effectively, use your preparation time wisely, and get your best results. These AP-style
questions and answers are similar to the ones you will find on the exam, so you will
know what to expect on your test day. Each question includes explanations for right and
wrong answers for your full understanding of each concept. Whether you have been
studying all year or are doing a last-minute review, 5 Steps to a 5: 500 AP Human
Geography Questions to Know by Test Day, Second Edition will help you achieve the
score you desire. · 500 AP-style questions and answers referenced to core AP
materials · Review explanations for right and wrong answers · Written to parallel the
topic, format, and degree of difficulty of the questions contained in the exam · Updated
material reflects the latest tests
AP Human Geography Premium Prep, 2021, previously titledCracking the AP Human
Geography Exam, Premium Edition, provides students with a review of key AP Human
Geography terms in every chapter, 2 full-length practice exams with detailed answer
explanations, easy-to-understand tables, charts, and maps, a detailed walk-through of
how to write great essays, and much more. This Premium edition includes 6 total full-
length practice tests (3 tests in the book and 3 online) to help students maximize their
practice opportunities. One of these exams is newly-created for this edition.
EVERYTHING YOU NEED TO HELP SCORE A PERFECT 5. Equip yourself to ace the
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AP Environmental Science Exam with this comprehensive study guide—including
thorough content reviews, targeted strategies for every question type, access to our AP
Connect portal online, and 2 full-length practice tests with complete answer
explanations. This eBook edition has been optimized for on-screen reading with cross-
linked questions, answers, and explanations. Written by the experts at The Princeton
Review, Cracking the AP Environmental Science Exam arms you to take on the test
and achieve your highest possible score. Techniques That Actually Work. • Tried-and-
true strategies to help you avoid traps and beat the test • Tips for pacing yourself and
guessing logically • Essential tactics to help you work smarter, not harder Everything
You Need to Know to Help Achieve a High Score. • Targeted review of commonly
tested lab exercises • Useful lists of key terms for every content review chapter •
Engaging activities to help you critically assess your progress • Access to AP Connect,
our online portal for helpful pre-college information and exam updates Practice Your
Way to Excellence. • 2 full-length practice tests with detailed answer explanations and
scoring worksheets • Practice drills at the end of each content review chapter • Quick-
study “hit parade” of the terms you should know
Kaplan’s AP Human Geography Prep Plus 2019-2020 is completely restructured and
aligned with the current AP exam, giving you efficient review of the most-tested content
to quickly build your skills and confidence. With bite-sized, test-like practice sets and
customizable study plans, our guide fits your schedule. Personalized Prep. Realistic
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Practice. Three full-length Kaplan practice exams and an online test scoring tool to
convert your raw score into a 1–5 scaled score Pre- and post-quizzes in each chapter
so you can monitor your progress Customizable study plans tailored to your individual
goals and prep time to help you get the score you need in the time you have Online
quizzes for additional practice Focused content review on the essential concepts to
help you make the most of your study time Test-taking strategies designed specifically
for AP Human Geography Expert Guidance We know the test—our AP experts make
sure our practice questions and study materials are true to the exam We know
students—every explanation is written to help you learn, and our tips on the exam
structure and question formats will help you avoid surprises on Test Day We invented
test prep—Kaplan (www.kaptest.com) has been helping students for 80 years, and more
than 95% of our students get into their top-choice schools
PREMIUM PREP FOR A PERFECT 5, WITH THE MOST PRACTICE ON THE
MARKET! Ace the 2022 AP Human Geography Exam with this Premium version of The
Princeton Review's comprehensive study guide—including 6 full-length practice tests
(more than any major competitor) with complete explanations, thorough content
reviews, targeted strategies for every question type, and access to online extras.
Techniques That Actually Work. • Tried-and-true strategies to help you avoid traps and
beat the test • Tips for pacing yourself and guessing logically • Essential tactics to help
you work smarter, not harder Everything You Need to Know to Help Achieve a High
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Score. • Fully aligned with the latest College Board standards for AP Human
Geography • Detailed coverage of all test topics, including population and migration,
cultural studies, political geography, urban geography, agriculture, and more • Useful
lists of key terms in every content review chapter • Access to study plans, helpful pre-
college information, and more via your online Student Tools Premium Practice for AP
Excellence • 6 full-length practice tests (3 in the book, 3 online) with detailed answer
explanations • Practice drills at the end of every content review chapter to test your
understanding • Helpful maps and detailed charts illustrating trends, theories, and
models
Publisher's Note: Products purchased from Third Party sellers are not guaranteed by
the publisher for quality, authenticity, or access to any online entitlements included with
the product. Get ready to ace your AP Human Geography Exam with this easy-to-
follow, multi-platform study guide 5 Steps to a 5: AP Human Geography Elite Student
Edition 2020 introduces an effective 5-step study plan to help you build the skills,
knowledge, and test-taking confidence you need to achieve a high score on the exam.
This popular test prep guide matches the latest course syllabus and includes online
help, 4 full-length practice tests (1 online), detailed answers to each question, study
tips, and important information on how the exam is scored. Because this guide is
accessible in print and digital formats, you can study online, via your mobile device,
straight from the book, or any combination of the three. With the “5 Minutes to a 5”
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section, you’ll also get an extra AP curriculum activity for each school day to help
reinforce the most important AP concepts. With only 5 minutes a day, you can
dramatically increase your score on exam day! 5 Steps to a 5: AP Human Geography
Elite Student Edition 2020 features: • “5 Minutes to a 5,” section – 180 questions and
activities reinforcing the most important AP concepts and presented in a day-by-day
format • 4 Practice Exams (1 online) • Access to the entire Cross-Platform Prep
Course in AP Human Geography 2020 • Hundreds of practice exercises with thorough
answer explanations • Powerful analytics you can use to assess your test readiness •
Flashcards, games, and more
A study guide for the Advanced Placement exam in human geography that provides
subject reviews, two full-length practice tests, detailed answer explanations, a
diagnostic test to identify strengths and weaknesses, and a CD-ROM with two
additional practice tests.
"2 full-length practice tests with complete answer explanations"--Cover.
Reviews topics covered on the test, offers tips on test-taking strategies, and includes two full-
length practice tests with answers and explanations.
Barron’s AP Human Geography: With 3 Practice Tests is fully revised to align with the College
Board changes for the May 2020 exam. You’ll get in-depth content review and revised practice
tests to help you feel prepared for the new exam. The College Board has announced that there
are May 2021 test dates available are May 3-7 and May 10-14, 2021. This edition includes:
Content aligned with the AP course, including updates to the first section of the test, the
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multiple-choice section, and the score weighting Two full-length practice exams in the book
with answers and explanations Subject review covering map reading and understanding scale,
population geography, cultural geography, political geography, economic geography,
agricultural and rural geography, and urban geography
EVERYTHING YOU NEED TO HELP SCORE A PERFECT 5. Ace the AP Human Geography
Exam with this comprehensive study guide—including 2 full-length practice tests with complete
explanations, thorough content reviews, targeted strategies for every question type, and
access to online extras. Techniques That Actually Work. • Tried-and-true strategies to help you
avoid traps and beat the test • Tips for pacing yourself and guessing logically • Essential
tactics to help you work smarter, not harder Everything You Need to Know to Help Achieve a
High Score. • Detailed content review for all test topics, including population and migration,
cultural studies, political geography, urban geography, agriculture, and more • Useful lists of
key terms and concepts in every content review chapter • Access to online study plans, helpful
pre-college information, and more Practice Your Way to Excellence. • 2 full-length practice
tests with detailed answer explanations • Detailed maps and charts illustrating trends, theories,
and models • Practice drills at the end of every content review chapter Written by the experts
at The Princeton Review, Cracking the AP Human Geography Exam arms you to take on the
test and achieve your highest possible score.
Get ready for your AP exam with this straightforward and easy-to-follow study guide, updated
for all the latest exam changes! 5 Steps to a 5: AP Human Geography features an effective,
5-step plan to guide your preparation program and help you build the skills, knowledge, and
test-taking confidence you need to succeed. This fully revised edition covers the latest course
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syllabus and provides model tests that reflect the latest version of the exam. Inside you will
find: 5-Step Plan to a Perfect 5: 1. Set Up Your Study Program 2. Determine Your Test
Readiness 3. Develop Strategies for Success 4. Develop the Knowledge You Need to Score
High 5. Build Your Test-Taking Confidence 2 complete practice AP Human Geography exams
3 separate plans to fit your study style Review material updated and geared to the most recent
tests Savvy information on how tests are constructed, scored, and used
EVERYTHING YOU NEED TO HELP SCORE A PERFECT 5. Ace the 2020 AP Human
Geography Exam with this comprehensive study guide--including 2 full-length practice tests
with complete explanations, thorough content reviews, targeted strategies for every question
type, and access to online extras. Techniques That Actually Work. * Tried-and-true strategies
to help you avoid traps and beat the test * Tips for pacing yourself and guessing logically *
Essential tactics to help you work smarter, not harder Everything You Need to Know to Help
Achieve a High Score. * Detailed coverage of all test topics, including population and
migration, cultural studies, political geography, urban geography, agriculture, and more * Up-to-
date information on the 2020 AP® Human Geography Exam * Useful lists of key terms in every
content review chapter * Access to study plans, helpful pre-college information, and more via
your online Student Tools Practice Your Way to Excellence. * 2 full-length practice tests with
complete answer explanations * Practice drills at the end of every content review chapter to
test your understanding * Helpful maps and detailed charts illustrating trends, theories, and
models Written by the experts at The Princeton Review, Cracking the AP Human Geography
Exam gives you the tools you need for the score you want.
Make sure you’re studying with the most up-to-date prep materials! Look for the newest
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edition of this title, Princeton Review AP Biology Prep, 2021 (ISBN: 9780525569435, on-sale
August 2020). Publisher's Note: Products purchased from third-party sellers are not
guaranteed by the publisher for quality or authenticity, and may not include access to online
tests or materials included with the original product.
Publication date from iPage.IngramContent.com.
Kaplan's AP Human Geography 2017-2018 offers many essential and unique features to help
improve test scores, including: two full-length practice tests and a diagnostic test to target ar
eas for score improvement, detailed answer explanations, tips and strategies for scoring higher
from expert AP Human Geography teachers and students who got a perfect 5 on the exam,
and targeted review of the most up-to-date content, including key information that is specific to
the AP Human Geography exam.
The only Advanced Placement test preparation guide that delivers 75 years of proven Kaplan
experience and features exclusive strategies, practice, and review to help students ace the AP
Human Geography exam! Students spend the school year preparing for the AP Human
Geography test. Now it’s time to reap the rewards: money-saving college credit, advanced
placement, or an admissions edge. However, achieving a top score on the AP Human
Geography exam requires more than knowing the material—students need to get comfortable
with the test format itself, prepare for pitfalls, and arm themselves with foolproof strategies.
That’s where the Kaplan plan has the clear advantage. Kaplan's AP Human Geography 2016
offers many essential and unique features to help improve test scores, including: Two full-
length practice tests and a diagnostic test to target areas for score improvement Detailed
answer explanations Tips and strategies for scoring higher from expert AP Human Geography
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teachers and students who got a perfect 5 on the exam Targeted review of the most up-to-date
content, including any information about test changes and key information that is specific to the
AP Human Geography exam Glossary of key terms and concepts Kaplan's AP Human
Geography 2016 author Kelly Swanson has over 15 years of experience consulting and
developing Human Geography curriculum. His expertise has helped make this and other books
the best that Kaplan has to offer in AP test prep. Kaplan's AP Human Geography 2016
provides students with everything they need to improve their scores—guaranteed. Kaplan’s
Higher Score guarantee provides security that no other test preparation guide on the market
can match. Kaplan has helped more than three million students to prepare for standardized
tests. We invest more than $4.5 million annually in research and support for our products. We
know that our test-taking techniques and strategies work and our materials are completely up-
to-date. Kaplan's AP Human Geography 2016 is the must-have preparation tool for every
student looking to do better on the AP Human Geography test!
Cracking the AP Human Geography Exam, 2020 Edition, provides students with a review of
key AP Human Geography terms in every chapter; 2 full-length practice exams with detailed
answer explanations; easy-to-understand tables, charts, and maps; a detailed walk-through of
how to write great essays; and much more. This Premium Edition includes 5 total full-length
practice tests (4 tests in the book and 1 online) to help students maximize their practice
opportunities.
For the 2021 Exam! AP® Human Geography Crash Course® A Higher Score in Less Time! At
REA, we invented the quick-review study guide for AP® exams. A decade later, REA’s Crash
Course® remains the top choice for AP students who want to make the most of their study time
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and earn a high score. Here’s why more AP® teachers and students turn to REA’s AP®
Human Geography Crash Course®: Targeted, Focused Review - Study Only What You Need
to Know REA’s all-new 2nd edition addresses all the latest test revisions. Our Crash Course®
is based on an in-depth analysis of the revised AP® Human Geographycourse description
outline and sample AP® test questions. We cover only the information tested on the exam, so
you can make the most of your valuable study time. Expert Test-taking Strategies and Advice
Crash Course® gives you the topics and critical context that will matter most on exam day. The
author presents detailed, question-level strategies for answering all AP® Human Geography
question types. By following his advice, you can boost your score in every section of the test.
Practice questions – a mini-test in the book, a full-length exam online. Are you ready for your
exam? Try our focused practice set inside the book. Then go online to take our full-length
practice exam.You’ll get the benefits of timed testing, detailed answers, and automatic scoring
that pinpoints your performance based on the official AP® exam topics – so you'll be confident
on test day. Whether you’re cramming for the exam or looking to recap and reinforce your
teacher’s lessons, Crash Course® is the study guide every AP® student needs. About the
Author Christian Sawyer, Ed.D., is a nationally-recognized Social Studies teacher who has
implemented and taught AP® Human Geography and other social studies courses at both the
high school and college levels for nearly a decade. Dr. Sawyer’s work in advocating for
broader geographic awareness led to his recognition as a National Outstanding Social Studies
Teacher of the Year by the National Council for the Social Studies; the Tennessee Outstanding
Social Studies Teacher of the Year by the Tennessee Council for the Social Studies; a White
House Fellows Regional Finalist; a Tennessee Distinguished Educator; the recipient of the
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"Educator Award" from the Nashville Mayor’s Commission on People with Disabilities; and a
"Local Hero" by Vanderbilt University. Dr. Sawyer has written and edited English and Social
Studies curriculum for the Modern Red Schoolhouse Institute and other publishers, including
his test preparation book on AP® Human Geography, published by Research & Education
Association. Dr. Sawyer is currently a district principal for Denver Public Schools.
Make sure you’re studying with the most up-to-date prep materials! Look for the newest
edition of this title, The Princeton Review AP Human Geography Premium Prep, 2022 (ISBN:
9780525570677, on-sale August 2021). Publisher's Note: Products purchased from third-party
sellers are not guaranteed by the publisher for quality or authenticity, and may not include
access to online tests or materials included with the original product.
EVERYTHING YOU NEED TO HELP SCORE A PERFECT 5. Equip yourself to ace the AP
Human Geography Exam with The Princeton Review's comprehensive study guide--including
thorough content reviews, targeted strategies for every question type, access to our AP
Connect portal online, and 2 full-length practice tests with complete answer explanations. AP
Human Geography can be a tough nut to crack, but stellar AP scores are an important part of
having a competitive college application at the most selective schools. Written by the experts
at The Princeton Review, Cracking the AP Human Geography Exam arms you to take on the
test and achieve your highest possible score. Techniques That Actually Work. * Tried-and-true
strategies to help you avoid traps and beat the test * Tips for pacing yourself and guessing
logically * Essential tactics to help you work smarter, not harder Everything You Need to Know
to Help Achieve a High Score. * Comprehensive content reviews for all test topics * Up-to-date
information on the 2016 AP Human Geography Exam * Engaging activities to help you critically
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assess your progress * Access to AP Connect, our online portal for helpful pre-college
information and exam updates Practice Your Way to Excellence. * 2 full-length practice tests
with detailed answer explanations * Detailed maps and charts illustrating trends, theories, and
models * Helpful lists of key terms for every content review chapter
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